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Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a basic field k and T a right 
A-module satisfying the following three conditions: 

(1) Exta (T, T) = 0, (2) Ext: (T, - ) = 0, (3) There is a short exact 
sequence 0 --+ A, + T> + T” + 0, with T’, T” being direct sums of sum- 
mands of T. Then putting B= End T, we call (B, T, A) and Hom,(T, - ): 
mod-A -+ mod-B a tilting triple and a tilting functor, respectively. 

Tilting functors have been introduced by Brenner and Butler [6] 
as a generalization of the Bernstein-Gelfand-Ponomarev’s reflection 
functors [S]. They and Happel and Ringel [S] have proved that 
we have (usually nonhereditary) torsion theories (F-, F) in mod-A 
and (X, g) in mod-B, where F = {Xe mod-A (Extj, (T, X) = 0} and 
X= { YEmod-BI YOB T=O), and the tilting functor and Ext: (T, -) 
give category-equivalences between F and g and between F and X, 
respectively. 

These equivalences give us, however, no information about indecom- 
posable A-modules and B-modules which do not belong to the above sub- 
categories F-, F”, !Z, and CV. The purpose of this paper is to point out that 
there is a method to enlarge our view by which we can supply the lack of 
information. 

Let us consider trivial extension algebras R = A K DA and S = B K DB of 
A and B by DA and DB respectively, where ,DA, = Hom,(A, k) and 
BDB, = Hom,(B, k) are injective cogenerator bimodules. In this case R 
and S are selfinjective (more precisely symmetric) algebras and mod-A and 
mod-B are naturally embedded into projectively stable categories m-R 
and m-S. Then our main theorem states that for any tilting triple 

* The main theorem in this paper was announced by one of the authors at ICRA IV in 
Ottawa during August 16-25, 1984. 
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TILTINGFUNCTOR AND STABLEEQUIVALENCE 139 

(A, T, B) there exists always a stable equivalence Y: mo$- 
that the restriction of Y to the torsion class ? coincide 

quivalence Y is a generalization of S: which was 
introduced by one of the authors [ 111 for a trivial extension of a path- 
algebra of an oriented tree Q and a reflection functor S: with respect to 
sink vertex of Q. And it is to be noted that Assem and Iwanaga [I ], an 

akamatsu [IS] also proved the existence of such stable equivalence for 
the following special cases, respectively, 

(1% = A K DA is of finite representation type, 

(2) Horn, (T, - ) is a partial coxeter functor in the sense of Auslan- 
de:rPlatzeck-Reiten [4]. 

Here it is not too much to say that our theorem is fairly general because 
it needs no restriction for the representation type of A and the torsion 
theories induced by T. Even in the case where A and hence R are of infinite 
representation type ,Y teaches us concretely not only 
between many connected components of Auslander- 
and S but also the correspondence of (stable) bomomorp~isms between 
indecomposable modules which belong not necessarily to the same connec- 
ted component of Auslander-Reiten quivers (cf. Examples in Sect. 3). 

Our proof is also available to artin algebras provided we replace 
omk( -) k) by Hom,( -, E(C/rad C)) where C are centers of 
as and E(C/rad C) are injective envelopes of cCjrad C. 

In Section I we shall introduce the notion of torsion resolutions of 
A-modules and using them we shall define the stable fun&or 9. The proof 
for 9 to be stable equivalence is reduced to the proofs of the commuta- 
tivities of great many diagrams and will be given in Section 2. 

e give remarks and examples in which A anderReiten qui 
and S, and correspondences defined by omA(T, -fs Ext,(T, -) arm 

9 will be explicitly given. 
7?hroughout this paper unless otherwise specific modules are unital 

finitely generated right modules, but homomorphisms operate from the left 
hand. [X, Y], denotes Horn, (X, Y) for A-modules X and Ye 

1. TORSION RESOLUTIONS AND STABLE ExTmsno~s 

Let (B, T> A) be a tilting triple. For the definition see ~~trod~~t~o~. 
Let (F-, .9), (3, g) be the corresponding torsion theories in mod-A an 
mod-8 That is, T, is a tilting module, B = En T, and A=End BT; 

~==(X~mod-AiExt~(T,X)=O)=Gen(T,) 
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and 

P= {XEmod-AIHom,(T,X)=O}=Cog(r,(T)), 

where zA = D Tr is the Auslander-Reiten translation, and Gen( TA) (resp. 
Cog(r, (7’)) is a subcategory of mod-A consist of all modules which are 
homomorphic images (resp. submodules) of direct sums (resp. products) of 
copies of T, (resp. zA (T)); 

g= (YEB-modlTorf(Y, T)=O} 

and 

%= {YE&modlY@T=O]. 

LEMMA 1.1. For any A-module X there is an exact sequence 

o- x”x V(X) A T(X)- 0 

such that V(X) E y, T(X) = P 0 T E add-T, where P is a projective cover of 
right B-module Exta (T, X). 

ProoJ: For XE y we can take V(X) = X and T(X) = 0. Hence we divide 
the proof into the following two cases: 

(i) Let X belong to 9. Take the projective cover P +p Exti(T, X) 
of Exth (T, X) and denote Ker p by K. 

Apply (- 0 BT) to 

O-K-P P ) Ext; (T, X) - 0. 

Then 

O+Tor;B(Extfq(T, X), T)+KOT 

+P@T+Extj,(T,X)@T-,O is exact. 

However Torf(ExtL (T, X), T) N X and 

Ext;(T, X)@T=O for XE 5. 

So we can take K@ T and PO T as V(X) and T(X), respectively. 

(ii) Let X be an A-module which is not necessarily torsion free. Let 
us consider the exact sequence 

0 + t(x) --f x -+ X/t(X) + 0 
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as an element of Exta(X/t(X), t(X)), where t(X) is the torsion part of X 
with respect to (F, 9). 

y (i) there is an exact sequence 

0 4 X/t(X) -+ V(X/t(X), -+ T(Xh(X)) 4 0 

with Y(X//I(X)) E F and T(X/t(X)) E add-T. 
Applying Extf, (-, t(X)) we have an isomorphism 8: Extj, 

(V(X/t(X)), t(X)) + Extb (X/r(X), c(X)) because Exti (T(X/t(X)), l(X)) = 
and Exti (T(X/t(X)), t(X)) = 0. Thus we have the following commutative 
diagram 

0 0 

I 1 
t(X) N 4x1 

I i 
o-x-v ,T'- 0 

i 

I 

1 i 
0 - X/t(X) - V(Wt(W) - w703~ - Q 

I I 
0 0 

where the first column is considered as E and the second column is 
considered as 6- l(E). Now from t(X), V(X/t(X)) E F it follows VE 5- and 
T’ N T(X/t(X)) E add-T. Because T(X/t(X))r PO T where P is the 
projective cover of Extf, (T, X/t(X)), but Exti (T, X), N Exta (T, X/t(X)),. 
This completes the proof. 

For any XE mod-A we shall call an exact sequence 

a torsion resolution of X if 

V,EY and V2 E add-T. 

PROPOSITION 1.2. For any torsion resolution of X, 

o--X-+V-tT--PO 
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there is an isomorphic torsion resolution such that 

(8 (P 3 o- x- V(X)@ To- T(X) 0 To - 0, 

where T, E add-T and a,, px, V(X), T(X) are same as in Lemma 1.1. 

ProoJ: From V’, V(X)EF it follows Exti (T, V’) =0 and 
Exta (T, V(X)) = 0. Thus there are A-homomorphisms f, g, h, k such that 

o- xly V(X) -f% T(X)- 0 

II ii j71 
o-x- v -T-O 

o- x1\ V(X) L T(X)- 0 

is commutative. 
Here it is to be noted that 

Hom,(T, T(X)) -+Extf,(T,X)+O 

Homr(T.kh) 

I II 

Hom,(T, T(X)) +Extf,(T,X)+O 

is commutative and Horn, (T, kh) is an isomorphism, for by Lemma 1.1 
rows are the projective covers of Exta (T, X). 

However Horn, (T, - ) gives an equivalence between r and g. Thus kh 
and gf are isomorphisms and we can conclude our proof by a routine 
calculation. 

Dually for YE B-mod we shall call an exact sequence 

O+W+V’-+Y+O 

a torsion free resolution if V’ E g and IV’ E add-DT, 

PROPOSITION 1.3. For a right B-module Y 

(1) there is a torsion free resolution 

o- W(Y)- ly U(Y)& y-0 

such that 0 + Torf( Y, T) -+ W(Y) 0 T is the injective envelope of 
Torf ( Y, T). 
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(2) for any torsion free resolution of Y there is an iso~o~p~~c torsion 
free resolution such that 

(Q 7) 
- W(Y)@ w,- U(Y)@ wo= Y-O. 

Let R and S be trivial extensions of A and B by injective cogenerators 
DA and DB, respectively. Then there are full emb 
d-R and mod-B c U-S: Take A-homomorph 
X, YEmod-A. Assume f is factored through a projective 
(BOPODA, (IpzDA Fj)) such that 

f=(Xf- P@P@DA---ff, n 

Then Imfi c (0 @P 0 DA) and Kerf, 2 (0 @ P @ DA), since % and Y are 
annihilated by ideal (0, DA) of R, and hence f is the zero map. This implies 
mod-A c a-R is a full embedding, and similarly mod-B c a-S is a full 
embedding. 

In the case where A and B are hereditary and From, (T, - ) gives the 
BernsteinGelfand-Ponomarev’s reflection functor, one of the authors [I 1 ] 
proved that there exists a stably equivalent functor between d-R and 
d-S which extends Hom,(T, -). It seems to us that the result is 
interesting because A and B are not only of finite representation type but 
also of infinite representation type (depending on neither tame nor wild 
type). The main purpose of this paper is to prove the f~lIowi~g more 
general result: 

THEOREM 1.4. For any tilting triple (B, T, A) 

(1) there is a stable functor 9 from p&-R lo d-S such thu: 

(2) Y is always a stable equivalence. 

Now it needs to introduce several notations: For G-algebras E and F2 
and an E-F-bimodule U and an F-E-bimodul V we denote by qk the m 
mo&E~W3wt+(t-+w@t)~[U,, WOEUF]Emod-E and by ~5 
map: mod-F3 [ V,, Z,] 0 F V, 3 h @ t H h(t) E Z E mod-E. In the case 
Y= B T, we abbreviate y; and E; to q,%, and Ed, respectively. 
the adjunction, [- OEU, -IF + [-, [U, -IpIE. 

We use also isomorphisms 6, : A DT@ B T, -+ D Horn, (7, T) = DA and 
6,: T@ ,DT-+ D Hom,(T, T) = DB, and sometimes we identify DTO T 
(resp. T@DT) with DA (resp. DB) by 6, (resp. 6,). 

For a B-module W (resp. A-module Z) we can define an S-module 

481.109.1-10 
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(WO WQDB, ( lwiDB i) ( W@ WQ DB)O DB + W@ WQ DB) (resp. an 
R-module (Z@ Z@ DA, ( 1Zzoa i)) and we denote this module by 

W 

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (X, 4: X8 DA, +X,) be a right R-module and 

o- X”x V(X) Bx T(X)------+ 0 

the minimal torsion resolution of a right A-module X. Since V(X) E.Y-, 
E,(,) : [T, V(X)] @ T+ V(X) is un isomorphism. We can define a 
B-homomorphism 

by 

Gx:XODT+ [T, V(X)]O[T, V(X)]@DB 

i 

CT, axl. L-K -41. CT XOS,l .rxoor 
[IT, VW)1 06,. EV(‘,,QDT,~~@DT 

and denote Cok Qx by Y(X). Then it holds that 

(1) XODT is right S-module by 

-~ODT.XO6,ODT.XODTO6,‘: X@DT@DB+X@DT. 

(2) Qx can be considered as an S-homomorphism: 

CT> V(X)1 
X@DT,+ =w. 

C T, f’(X)1 0 DB, 

(3) If X is a torsion right A-module, then Y(X) 2 Horn, (T, X). 

(4) If X is a projective R-module, i.e., projective and injective 
R-module, then Y(X) is a projective S-module. 

ProoJ: (1) It -follows by the equality 

(-~ODT.XOG.ODT.XODTOS,‘) 

.((-~ODT.XO6.ODT.XODTO6,‘)0DB) 

=(-4. -c+~@DA.X@DA@~.)@DT.X@~.@DT@DB=O. 
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(2) It follows from the commutativity of the following diagram 

[T,X@DTBT]@DB 

XBDTdDB 

XbDABDT J [T,-+lBTBDT [T,XBDAjBDB 

[T,X] Q T B DT 

\ 1 [T,-c$]eJDs 

[T,~XIBTBDT 
[T,Xj 8DB 

I 
I [T,V(X)jBT@DT I 

.^l’T/ _.-:.;‘yT*v(x)j@ 
V(X)@DT 

(3) Since T is a tilting left B-module the torsion class 
and ,D(B) E Gen BT, Torf(T, DT) cz Tort(TA, CBT, B 
follows that 

is exact. But from the assumption XE F it follows T(X) = 0 and 
&v(k)Q DT. ax@ DT is an isomorphism. 

On the other hand, [T,a,]+[T, -qS]. [T,%@6, . uxo DT = 0 since 
4 = 0. Hence by the definition of 9(X), Y(X) * Horn, (T, X). 
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(4) Let e be a primitive idempotent of A. Then e is also a primitive 
idempotent in R and 

eA 
eR=m. 

eA@DA 

Let 0 ---f eA +IrA V(eA) -+PCR T(eA) --+ 0 be the minimal torsion resolution of 
eA. Then V(eA), T(eA) E add TA. And @ is given by 

eAQDT 

eABDA@DT 

@ 
[T,eABDA] 

WvL'L-vvvxAA 
[T,V(~A)IBDB 

@ 

\ V(e;)@DT /T [T,eA@DAl@DB 

eA@DA@DT 

O= 

E -l @DT 
0 

V(eA) 
-1 

0 BDT 'eA@DA 

0 

[T,l eA@DA] * ‘leA@DT 

-1 
EVceAIdDT l ae$DT 

0 -1 
BDT. 1 

' eA@DA eABDAODT, 

Here c&,~~ LABDAODT: eA@DA@DT+[T,eA@DA]@DB is an 
isomorphism and 

CT, 1 eAODA1 @YldOf& eAQDT+ [T, eA@DA] 

is also an isomorphism as a component of 

CT, 1 64OLL41 OY&4@LH- eA@DT C~,eaoDal 

E;&&~DT.~,/,@DT -+ 0 
eA@DA@DT [T ,  V(CA)ICBDB. 
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ence 

but [ 7’, V(eA )] is a projective B-module and Cok 
S-module. 

is a rojechive 

Proof of Theorem 1.4. (1) Let (X,$:X@DA -2’) and (A’,, 4,: 
X, @ DA -+ X, ) be R-modules and f an ~-homomorphism of X to A”. 

Then f is associated with 

X@DA @+x 

f@ DA 

I I 

f 

and by the property of torsion resolution there are ~-homomorph~sms~~, 
fT such that 

o- x- V(X) - TV) - 
f/ Iti fTj 

o-x,- VJ-,I- T(Xl) - 0 

is commutative. Therefore the commutativity holds for each square o 
following diagram: 

[T,-$1 

f@DT iT I fvl 

[T,fVleSDB 
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where we abbreviate isomorphisms 

CT, W~~.AI, CT, X,OS,l, CT, V(X)lOS,, and CT, V(X,)]OS,. 

Thus we have an S-homomorphism f *: 

nw -+ 9(XI 12 though f * depends upon f V. 

In the following we shall prove that fV is uniquely determined modulo 
morphisms which factor through projective S-modules. 

Assumef= 0. Then there is an A-homomorphism 6 such that the triangle 
in 

o------P x SIX V(X) px T(X) - 0 
0 

I 

Ii 6 

I/ 

o- x, aX1 I/(&)2 T(X,)-----+ 0 

is commutative. And in the following diagram it holds KL = 
(CT@1 

[T,&,B) and A@, = 0: 

CT, VW1 
/vmMbwwL 

CT, T(X)1 CT, VW,)1 
hhhMmam 

CT, V(X)] ODB [IT, TO-)1 ODB CT, V(X,)l ODB 
/’ 

PX 
I 

/ 
BY’ 

I 
PXI 

/’ 
S(X)/--- ____ --r~--------,y(x,) 

where ~=(rzc?’ r~,fl~~~~)~ ~=(cTbs’ [T,$@& and px and px, are 
cokernels of Qx and Qxl, respectively. Therefore we have an 
S-homomorphism 0 such that f * . px = pxl~8p,. Hence f * = px,/2$, and 

CT, T(X)] 0 DB 

is a projective S-module. 
Now for f E Hom,(X, X,), g E Mom,(X,, X,) it is clear that 

(g = f)* E g* . f * modulo S-homomorphisms which factor through projec- 
tives. 
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2. 9: mod A K D/d --f mod B K DB IS AN EQUIVALENCE 

Torsion free resolution of Y(X) 

Let ( Y, $I: Y -+ [DB, Y] ) be a right S-module an 

o- W(Y) i.y U(Y)& y -> 0 

a minimal torsion free resolution of a right B-module Y. 
Since U(Y) E 3’ and qucr, is an isomorphism, we can define an 

A-homomorphism Y,: [DA, U(Y)@ 2”] 0 U(Y) @ T-t [IIT, Y] by 

enote Ker yly by 2?(Y). 
Further [DT, Y] becomes a right R-module by 

[In-, Y] Cn7. [DT, [DB, Y]] Cnr. [DT, [TOlIT, Y]] 

N [LIT@ r, [Da, Y]] - c6A, [Or. y” [DA, [LIT, Yj 1 

and Y”, is natural as an R-homomorphism: 

CD4 U( Y) 0 Tl 

So 2(Y) is a right R-module and by a dual argument to the preceding 
section we have a stable functor 2: n&-S -+ d-/i. 

Now let (X, 4: X@ DA + X) be a right A-module and 

o- x3 v(x)* T(X)+ 0 a minimal torsion resolution of X. 

e shah seek a torsion free resolution of Y(X),. 
Let P, +p” V(X) + 0 be a projective cover of V(X). Then we have a com- 

mutative diagram with exact rows: 

where /? = px. p. and P, is projective as proj. dim T(X) 6 1. 
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It follows further the commutative diagram: 

o-p&D+=% CT VXIIOCT, P,,ODAl 

I 
PIODT 

I 
(1cT.pI 0 

,I 

0- X@DT - [T, V(X)]O[T, V(X)]@DB-Y(X)-0, 

(1) 

and 

K= [T, WO~G&(G~:,ODT) poODTh,,,,,)-‘CT, PO~,‘l> 

because from TorP (T(X), DT) ? D Exta (T(X), T) = 0 it follows the 
exactness of two rows of the commutative diagram 

o- f’,@DT ‘oDTk Po@DT ‘oDr, T(X)@DT- 0 

I 
PIODT 

I 

PO0 07‘ 

II 

0- X@DTa V(X)ODTsT T(X)@DT-0 

and then we have ker(p, @ DT) N Ker(p,@DT). As Ker(‘r”,Y(X)I z) Y 
Ker IC 1: Ker(p,@ DT) N Ker(p, @ DT) we know Coker(t,, s,) N Y(X) by 
the snake lemma. 

Now from the fact that P, 0 DTE add DT, and [T, V(X)] 0 
[T, P, @ DA] E g it follows that the upper row in (1) together with 
Coker(t,, s,) can be considered as a torsion free resolution of Y(X). 

Hereafter we shall denote by (x, j) the pair of B-homomorphisms: 
[T, V(X)] 0 [T, PO 0 DA] + Y(X) in the above torsion free resolution. 
Then 

is commutative. 
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Composition Length of LW(X) 

Put an S-module 

by L. Then by the torsion free resolution of Y(X) which was obtaine 
at (1) 

is exact, where cr denotes the functor [a, - ] @ T. Now a V(X) z V(X) and 
o(P, @ DA ) z PO 0 DA and hence 

However, we know 

and IP, / - IP, / = I T(X)1 = /V(X)/ - 1x1, for the first equality follows from 
the exactness of 

0 + [LX-, P, 0 DTI --, [DT, IT, V(X)]] 0 LOT, CT> f’o0 

-+ [DT, Y(X)] + 

Hence jLW(X)j = IX@ PO0 RI. 
Consequently we can prove 

as an R-module provided we can find an R-monomorphism 8: 

XOP,@R+L, 

such that 

is the zero map, where d = [DT, (x, f)]. 
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Embedding X@ PO Q R -+ L 

Let 0, and 0, be A-homomorphisms defined by 

0, = (L-D-4 E& 1 CD4 a,1 [IDA, 41 GA> EV(:) axI: 

X-t [DA, [T, V(X)] 0 TIO CT, V(X)1 0 Tc L 

and 

-[DA,T,(X)l@T10CDA, [T,P,ODAIOTl 

O[T, V(X)]OTOT,P,ODAl@T. 

Hereafter our main purpose is to show that the map (Or, 0,): 
X@ P 0 P, Q DA --f L is the R-homomorphism 0 what we quoted before. 

Each of 0, and 0, is monomorphism as 8~: a, and &pObDA are 
monomorphisms. 

The next Lemma 2.1 is necessary to the proof: 

LEMMA 2.1. 

[DT, [T, X]] DT,q’T.x” b [DT, [T, [T, X] 0 T]] 

I 
CDA.&xl 

I 

[DA, Xl - [IDA, CT,J’lOTl 

is a commutative diagram. 

ProoJ: This follows immediately from the commutativity of 

CT, Xl ‘[“’ ) [T, [T, X] @ T] 

Now Lemma 2.1 induces the commutativity of 

[DT, CT, JVJII @DA CDT,i;T.V(x’llODA, [DT, [T, T, V(X)]@T]]@DA 

II 
CD4 w(X)1 0 DA 

II 

[DA, V(X)1 @DA 4 [DA, CT, V(X)1 0 Tl @DA 

4&, 
I 1 

~~; V(X)1 @ T 

VW) < &WI CT, V(X)lOT. 
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Further the last commutative diagram induces again the ~omm~tativ~t~ of 

CDT. ‘IIT, V(X)]1 0 DA 

[DA, X]ODA [DA,“X?O [DA, V(X)]ODA - ) [DA, IT, V(X)]@T]@DA 

I 

D,l 
cr 

i 
SF&, 

I 
~~&X)]ST 

x ___f VW < 
“X CT V(X)1 0 T. IV(XI 

Since 

&CA [DA, qS] 0 DA r/F” 0 DA = qSy 

it f0liows 

E & St& = EDA [T. v(xjl 0 T(L-DA> G,:,ICDA, axl[ 

This implies that 8, is an R-homomorphism. 
y Lemma 2.1 we have a commutative diagram 

[ix-, [T,P”ODA]]ODA ~DT~~‘Tpo~“A”~DA~ [LIT, [IT, [T,P,@DA]OT]]@DA 

I; [~A.V,,,Al'aDA 1 
[DA, P,@DA]@DA ‘ [DA, [T,P,ODA]OT]OD/4 

I 

$I& DA 

i 

~;+Jww 

P"@DA 
*.P,oDa 

* [T,P"@Dk]OT 

and similarly we obtain 

t& P~WM-’ ~;&m=+‘&~az,I [IDT ~?~mmm~l@DA 6;610DA. 

This shows 0, is also an R-homomorphism. 
Before proceeding to the proof of 

it is necessary to prove 

LEMMA 2.2. 

is commutative 
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Proof It is obtained by a routine calculation. 

LEMMA 2.3. For a given homomorphism Z @ D --f g Y, 

[DT, Z@ DB] CDT. 81 
CDT, Y] 

‘7& 
T I 

&CD% Yl 

Z@T CT, CDT, Yll@T 
$“O T 

I ji 

(mCb,'. Y1)@7. 

CD& zC3DBlO Tm [DB, Y] @ T 

is commutative. 

The proof is also a routine calculation. 
Now we begin the proof of (X+@L +‘[DT, <Y(X)]) = 0, that is, 

At first we introduce the following diagrams (2) and (3) in order to con- 
firm the definitions of 0 = (0,) 0,) and d and further to see the squares 
and triangulars for which we need to prove the commutativity 

(2) 

where L1, L,, L,, and L, denote [DA, [T, V(X)] 0 T], 

[DA, [T, PO@ DA] 0 T], [T, V(X)@ T] and [T, PO0 DA] @ T, respec- 
tively, and each 0 means the abbreviation of a corresponding module. 
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L3-o, 
DB 

qfT,V(X)]'T 
-id. 

(3) 

where E, denotes CT, V(X)] 0 DB@ T and we express F(X) by (Y(X), 
$: Y(X) --f [DB, Y(X)]), $1 Y(X) @ DB ---f Y(X) is a correspon 
map of J, in the adjoint relation [Y(X) @ BDB, 9’(X)], N 

C.Y(X), CD4 Y(X)]dB. Each 0 al& means the abbreviation of a 
corresponding module. 

By the definitions of x, y, and Y(X) we know the commutativity of 

[T, v(X)1 ODB xBDB F 9(X)@ D 

i 

I 
id 

i 

i 

[7’, V(X)] ODB Y ’ y(X) 
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and 
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Further by Lemma 2.1 we have the commutativity 

Hence taking those commutativities into consideration for the diagrams (2) 
and (3) we know that it is enough to prove the commutativity of the outer 
polygon of the following diagram: 

,V(X) I 

[DT,xl 

[DT,yl [DT,S (Xl 1 

[DT S(x) 1 I 

By Lemma 2.2 and 2.3, the quadrilateral @ and pentagon @ are com- 
mutative and by the naturality other quadrilaterals are commutative. And 
the inner pentagon is also commutative by the definition of Y(X). 

This completes the proof of (X-+@ L +' [DT, 9(X)1)=0. 
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Since 

is an S-homomorphism, $y = 0. Then from the diagrams (2) and (3) it 
follows that (P,@DA--+02L+d [DT, Y(X)])=@ 

Now it remains to prove that (P, +@* L +d CDT, Y(X)]) = 0. Looking 
at diagrams (2) and (3) we know that it is enough to prove the com- 
mutativity of the outer polygon of the folowing diagram: 

Since K=[T, ~(/(x)]06,(~~~~~p,)ODT~~~~~r~T,Po06~i~ the pen- 
tagon @ is commutative. 

By Lemma 2.2 the quadrilateral @ is also commutative. Further by 
Lemma 2.3 the pentagon 0 is commutative. 

Then the naturality of morphism in other squares induces the conclusion 

at (Po--+02L-+A [DT,Y(X)])=O. 

Naturality of 1 mod.R -+ 29 

Let X and X’ be right A-modules and f and A~homomo~phism. Then we 
have the following commutative diagram 
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o-P,AP, ' > T(X)------+0 

- T(X)-0 

o-p;-Pb- T(J-') - 0, 

where the exact sequences in the second and the third rows are torsion 
resolutions of X and x’, respectively, and in the first and the fourth rows 
are projective resolutions of T(X) such that P, and Pb are the projective 
covers of V(X) and V(F), respectively. 

Then there are ,f and ,p, such that 

and it holds 

.fP,=P;XfvPo=Pb.L 

p; (f&t - cdp, = 0 

because 

Pbf"CI=f~Po"=f~axP,=a~fP1 

= a,.p;f= p&zx’j: 

But by the snake lemma there is 6 E Horn, (P,, Ker p’,) such that 

fvu-cx'f?=ay kerp’, 6 

and hence 

So we can use I+ ker pi 6 in place of 5 Thus we may assume at the begin- 
ning that it holds 

Then we can check commutativity for each square of the following 
diagram 
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where FZ= (q PbO L&f@ Wrl pOoDT)-l. SC by diagram (2) we know t 
order to prove the naturality 2’1: &Y’(X) it is enoug to check the com- 
mutativity of 

and 

XL V(X) G(!c b [T, V(X)] @ T 
/ 
I 

I~.fvlO~ 

r ax V(X) Gh, [a, &)] @ T. 

However, it follows from the property of the rni~~~a~ torsion res~~~t~~~s 
and the definition off,. This completes the proof of T’neorem 1.4. 

4x1 109 I-II 
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3. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 

There are several applications of Theorem 1.4 for which we can refer to 
[13] and [15]. 

In connection with Nakayama’s conjecture on dominant dimension of 
algebras [IO] one of the author [ 111 proposed a conjecture on self-exten- 
sions that for a right module M over a sellinjective algebra R, M is projec- 
tive if Ext”, (M, M) = 0 for all positive integers II. Recently Hoshino [9] 
proved the conjecture is true for modules over trivial extensions A K DA of 
hereditary algebras A. 

On the other hand as a consequence of Theorem 1.4 we have 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that the conjecture on self-extensions is true 
for a trivial extension A K DA of an algebra A. Then the conjecture is true 

f or a trivial extension B K DB if there is a chain of algebras 

A = A,, A, ,..., A, = B such that (A,, T,, A,) (AZ, T2, A,) ,..., (A,, T,, A,_ 1) 
are tilting triples. 

ProoJ It is enough to prove for the case t = 1. As in Theorem 1.4 
denote A K DA, BK DB and a stable equivalence: &-BK DB -+ 
&-A K DA by R, S, and 2, respectively. Then for a nonprojective right 
S-module M it follows by Theorem 1.4 that Ext;+‘(M, M) N 
Ext&(!S;M, M) N Dh,(l2$W, qlM) 2: DHom,($a;M, Z?t,‘M) 2: 
D Horn, (SZ”,%Vl, 7~’ 2?M) N Ext”,+ ’ 9&f, 2!M) for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., because by 
Auslander-Reiten’s result [2] any stable equivalence commutes with loop 
functors of Heller for symmetric algebras. Now the conclusion is evident. 

Now by Hoshino’s result we have 

COROLLARY 3.2. The conjecture on self-extensions is true for a trivial 
extension B K DB of an algebra B which is obtained from a hereditary 
algebra by applying repeatedly tilting processes. 

In order to show some examples, it is necessary to explain our conven- 
sion concerning the expression of modules. Let k be a field and A an 
algebra over k defined by a quiver Q and an ideal I of the path algebra kQ, 
i.e., A = kQ/I. We denote by Q, and Qi the sets of vertices and arrows of 
the quiver Q respectively. Let ei be the primitive idempotent of A 
corresponding to a vertex i E QO. A right A-module M is given by attaching 
vector spaces M(i) to every vertices i E Q, and linear maps 
M(a): M(i) -+ M(j) to every arrow a: j --f i of Q1 such that M(cr)‘s satisfy all 
relations induced from I. 

In the case where each vector space M(i) can be decomposed into a 
direct sum of one-dimensional subspaces M(i) = es kvf) such that 
M(a)(kv(‘)) = kv(J or 0 for each linear map M(a): M(i) + M(j), we will 
express ;he module-structure of M by the following diagram O(M): 
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(i) The vertices of O(M) are the k-basis v!) in the above decom- 
positions of M(i)‘s, 

(ii) There is an arrow labeled by 01 from vi’! to vi” if an 
M(cc)(kv!‘)) = kvji) for a linear map M(E): M(i) + M(j). 3 

In practice, we simply denote the vertex VP) by i an in the case where 
there is only one arrow from v, (0 to vi”, we usually it the arrow an 
write i over j in order to point out the existence of t 
vp) 

EXAMPLE 1. Let A be an algebra defined by the following quiver and 
relation over k; 

2 

(quiver) a P 
A 

(relation) /3Ct=O. 

l-3 1 

Then, the Auslander-Reiten quiver r, is the form 

where dotted lines show r,-orbits and ripple marks in icate the vertices of 

Ta which should be identified to each other. Especially 2132 denotes an 
abbreviation of 

EXAMPLE 2. Let B be an algebra defined by the following quiver an 
relation; 

P 

(quiver) 21-133, (relation) 
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Then the following is the Auslander-Reiten quiver r,: 

.  . . _ . _ . . _ . .  . - - - I - - . - . - -  /lq /3\ >2\ 

--..-.-. . $12 ~,,/’ 311.;..i,.*131;;../l 

“< . . . . . . A/ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3l\l3 

213i ..-_ _.. . ..-*.. . . . 

/ ”  

/ 2L,3 y 

1 

2 - - . .  -  - I . . . . . . . . . . .  1 

2 

For the above algebras and their Auslander-Reiten quivers we now have 

thefollowingtiltingmodule T,=r;‘(e,A)@e,il@e,.4=2132@21@132 
and the tilting triple (B, BTA, A), where B r End,(T). Then the dis- 
tribution charts of .Y, 9, X, and ??I and maps defined by Horn, (T, -) 
and Ext, (T, - ) as follows: 

S=(T,),- {I>, B= (l}, 

‘?/=(~,),-{l.31,2131, 

and 

Hom,(T, -1 

SY: ‘2, 312, 2, 3, 2131 , 2l3, 131 , ‘3 
2 2 
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FIGURE 1 

Now by Yamagata’s theorem / 171 the trivial extension T(B) = B K -;s 

of infinite representation type since Q(B) contains an oriented cycle 

IA -3. Hence so is T(A) = A K DA and there exist many connected 

components of rrCa) and rTCB). Therefore we show only connected com- 
ponents in which indecomposable A or B-modules appear as their vertices. 
In Fig. 1 by ry&, we denote a connected component of rTiA) which con- 
tains a simple torsion free A-module 3 and we can @beck 
9(l)rf2,,,, Extj, (T, - ), where sZTCB) elk 
(cf. [15]). 

In Fig. ?, (- 3 -) indicates the positions where projective T(A)- (req. 
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T(B)-) modules appear. Further subquivers and vertices encircled by closed 
curves indicate ones consist of torsion or torsion free A- or B-modules. On 
the other hand subquivers and vertices encircled by dotted closed curves 
indicate ones consist of B-modules which are neither torsion nor torsion 
free. The vertical correspondence from the top to the bottom indicates Y 
and we know that Y preserves the correspondence defined by the tilting 
functor Hom,(T, -). 

In Fig. 2 we show other two connected components of rrCaJ and 
r TCB) which contain the remaining A and B-modules. Of course it 
holds that Hom.(,,(M,, M2) ~Horn,,,(Y(Mi), Y(M2)) for M,, M,E 

mod-T(A). For example we can check that &,(,, (2312, 3213) N 
1 1 3 1 

Hom,(,)( 21 31)#0 andHom,(,,( 1, 3)zm.(,,(3, 
2 

21 3 
131)=0, where 

3 2, 1 E~$Z{~) and 3213, ‘3 ~l7&,. 

It is to be noted that to our example all indecomposable projective T(A)- 
and T(B)-modules appear in the connected components of Figs. 1 and 2. 
So we may propose a problem; For a tilting triple (B, BTA, A) determine 

r(2I 
T(A) 

r(3) 
T(A) 

231231 1 3 2 
213 

321 
132 

213 
3 2 1 

1 

312 
231 

123 
312 

231 
123 

312 
231 

FIGURE 2 
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ali connected components of rTCA) and TTCBI such that in each of them 
at least an indecomposable projective T(A) or ~~~)-rnod~~e appears as a 
vertex. 
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